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EDITION 1, 14 May 2024

NAMCOL Mock Examination-a Strategic Preparatory 
Tool for the National Examination
The Namibian College of Open Learning is in the final stages of 
organising its annual Mock examination that is scheduled to take 
place from the 15th June to the 18th July 2024 across all NAMCOL 
centres. This is part of the College’s assessment system aimed at all 
NAMCOL learners to sit and write a comprehensive question paper 
in all their registered subjects in preparation for the final national 
examinations.

Mr. Visitor Kasiyana, Area Coordinator in the NAMCOL Southern 
Region shedded some light on the preparation thus far. He explained 
that the importance of the mock exam saying “its main aim is to 
measure their learning progress as part of formative assessment, 
and prepare them for the final national examination.” 
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The mock-exam timetable is currently in circulations and can be accessed  

on the NAMCOL website; www.namcol.edu.na. He said that question papers 

were already set last year and will be dispatched to the various NAMCOL 

regions soon. In terms of supervision, there are already responsible tutors who 

are going to supervise the examination to ensure that all the arrangements 

are in place, the marking is done and the final marks are forwarded to the 

Head Office for capturing purposes.

Mr. Kasiyana concludes by motivating learners saying that they should take 

the Mock Examination to be very much important. “It is formative and it 

covers almost the whole content of each syllabus. 

It is like the scope of the final examination which they are going to write. It is 

of paramount importance that they go and write this examination in order for 

them to get prepared and also see their progress on what they have gained 

throughout the year.”

Learners have a tendency of fearing to fail the mock-exam, hence not turning 

up for the exam, but they are being encouraged to turn up and write the 

exam. 

“Check the marks then engaged their tutors where they did not perform very 

well for them to prepare for the national examination,” he concluded.

Mr V.M Kasiyana, Area Coordinator: Southern Region 

NAMCOL Mock Examination-a Strategic Preparatory 
Tool for the National Examination
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Tick Tick Tick Tick.

Slowly time is passing away,

with days of exams on the way

the fear in heart is on stay

and restriction to all the items of play.

I know, study is always pain

But without it noting is to gain.

Work hard and if not, strain

But study, no matter it’s sunny or rain.

There’s nothing in mind that’s clear

this gives lots of stress and fear

drops from eyes’ fall as tear

This all happens when exam is

                                        
        NEAR....

By: Ginny Hermione Lavender   

Ex a m

Worked hard day and night
But it wasn’t light.
Stayed up late put up a fight
So that our future would be bright

So much stress, so much pain
But there was nothing to gain
Did my best, all in vain
It was just a waste of strains

Lost the concious of time
Such a paper must be a crime
Hope not to repeat it in my whole 
haime
This definitely wasn’t my prime

But remember it’s not the end
Hopes and dreams, they can be mend.
Never let the life bend
Together we will be fine, friend.

By: Ginny Hermione Lavender

Maths the Monstrosity

That is how you get ahead

Do not be a fool

Do your homework instead

Be a great student

All you have to do is strive

Make your parents proud

And hold your head up high

By: Ronell Warren Alman

Study, Study, Study

Source: https://www.poemhunter.com/poems/education9
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The Namibian College of Open Learning annually awards its national senior secondary education 

examination top achievers in various subjects and overall academic performance. The NAMCOL 

2023 Prize-giving ceremony awarded 49 learners who have demonstrated exceptional dedication, 

hard work and talent. 

Fillemon Shilongo emerged Best Overall NAMCOL Candidate, while Vuyalo Masuku followed 

being awarded Best Overall NSSCO, Excluding PETE. These Grade 11 and 12 learners produced 

excellent results during the final national examinations. The event was made possible by 

esteemed sponsors who provide sponsorships in the different categories.

The College believes that recognising and rewarding such exceptional achievements is crucial 

in motivating learners, as most of them come from less privileged backgrounds. NAMCOL News 

chatted with Fillemon Shilongo on his achievements: 

1.  Tell us about yourself?

My Name is Fillemon Shilongo, I am  currently a student at University of Namibia (UNAM) at  

the School of Medicine, studying towards a Bachelor of Pharmacy and NAMCOL’s Best Overall 

National NSSCO Examination for 2023.

2.  What is your secret to scoring an A*s?

I would not say it’s a secret, we all know what we have to do in order to achieve great things. 

Basically just discipline, perseverance and most important prayers. A little advise I could give 

is do not let your teachers do the work for you, make sure you have reviewed your notes way 

before your lesson.

3.  How did your parents react to your first Grade 12 results and how do they feel now that 

     you have archived the best student award from NAMCOL?

I would say, they were not happy. But I kind of expected it because throughout the year, I was 

struggling with my school work. When my first results came out, I had already told my parents 

what to expect, hence they said its fine I can try again. I then decided to enrol with NAMCOL and 

I was able to achieve what I just achieved and now they are really proud of me.

Chilling with the Top Prize-giving 
2023 NAMCOL learner 
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4.  What kept you going after not passing Grade 11/12 the first time?

I felt I had a point to prove to my parents when I told them not to expect good results, 

but I also told them I could do better, hence they paid for my NAMCOL studies and all I 

had to do was just to perform. So that’s what I did.

5. What is your message to parents/guidance of students pursuing studies at 

    NAMCOL?

First of all, parents/guidance should talk to their children in helping to identify the 

problem and understand what caused the poor performance. When the problem is 

identified, then the parents can support the children and provide the necessary needs 

for good performance.

6.  How has NAMCOL impacted your life?

NAMCOL has really showed me the other side of life. As learners, we always think that 

we only go to school and teachers come and teach us because they are paid to do so, 

but the school system and government wants us to pass, as they will benefit from our 

success. My NAMCOL tutors were part-time, meaning they had to teach elsewhere and 

still made time to come every day and that really showed me that it is not only me who 

wants this but also the people who are providing this to me want me to pass. I was not 

just doing this for me but also for NAMCOL. 

7.  What is your advice to fellow students finding it difficult to finish school? And  

     would you recommend the College to your friends?

To my fellow students, it is all about priorities. Set your priorities straight. Make sure 

you make time for your books, make sure you are prepared for your test and exams and 

everything will be ok. I did the NAMCOL PETE programme. It is good and they go the 

extra mile to make sure you have everything you need to pass.

Prize GivingPrize Giving

2024
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Ririkeho Kamuhinandira  
Trade:  Plumbing & Pipe fitting Level 2

Things are going so good so far; they are tougher than last 

year as I’ am now in Level 2. We got all the materials we need 

for our course, our overalls, tools and we just received our 

pocket WIFI devices yesterday.

My message to other students out there is NAMCOL is a 

College with a lot of fields, not only TVET but we also have 

TP. You can come and ask for information and apply and you 

are good to go. We do have people who can help you apply 

for NSFAF for funding.

 

Selma Sakaria
Trade:  Plumbing & Pipe fitting

This year tutors are too serious, maybe because the work is 

too much as we are in Level 2 compared to last year where we 

were relaxed. This year we have drawings and these subjects 

are tough. We got our course tools and my classes normally 

start from Monday 08h00-13h00, 

Tuesday & Wednesday 08h00-17h00 and Thursday to Friday 

are 08h00 to 13h00. My message to other students is that there 

must get serious with their work, they must study very hard not 

to repeat modules. Repeating a module is not easy as most of 

us students cannot afford to pay on our own. It is expensive 

and with NSFAF, if you fail a certain module, you have to pay it 

on your own when you are going to repeat it.

NAMCOL NEWS went 
around the Jetu Jama 
campus to catch up 
with students from 
the Technical and 
Vocational Education 
and Training (TVET) 
and Secondary 
Education (SE) on 
how their 2024 year 
kicked off, their 
subject targets and 
expectations from 
the College and most 
importantly give a little 
message to motivate 
others.

Ndapewa Ekandjo
Trade:  Improving in Mathematics & Development Studies

After registration, I attended orientation at the centre where I 

registered. I eventually got myself a private tutor to assist me 

with my subjects. We are group of friends and we attend our 

classes here at the NAMCOL Jetu Jama Centre for three days 

a week, just to add on the Block Tuition classes that NAMCOL 

already provides. I really want to excell in the final exam at 

the end of the year.

My Targets for my subjects are a C in Maths and Development 

Studies a C as well, because I’m doing it for the first time did 

not have it at school. We received books and assignments 

during registration and registered for the Notesmaster for 

online classes. My message is to the part-time students like 

me, to get assistance during your studies and watch more 

YouTube videos. NAMCOL also sent out their YouTube video 

links to learners.

Joshua Kangootui
Trade:  Improving in Math & Chemistry

 
My expectation from NAMCOL this year is to give me a little 

bit of polishing regarding the 2 subjects that I am improving. 

I believe you can learn differently if you are getting the same 

information but from different teachers because they deliver it 

in a different manner. With me being at NAMCOL, I think I will 

achieve an A or B which is what I am aiming for.  

My message to other learners at NAMCOL is I advise them to 

get serious because NAMCOL is a College whereby a learner 

is expected to put in most of the work, the teacher only there 

to give guidance and the rest is on you hence you need to put 

in for effort.
 

VOX 
POP
our voice
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The Namibian College of Open Learning (NAMCOL) through its Corporate 

Social Responsibility provides funding to needy and vulnerable students who 

are unable to fund their grades improvement with the College. This noble cause 

has been a tradition of the College for years and thus, more than 2000 students 

received funding from the scheme. For the 2024 academic year, a total of 525 

students received funding from the NAMCOL.

Ms. Justina Nhoni, Senior Manager for Strategy, Research and Quality Assurance 

explained that the scholarship application process is facilitated in all 14 regions 

through different regional councils. This is due to the fact that they are more 

strategically located closer to communities where less privileged learners are 

residing.

Councillors play pivotal roles of facilitating the application process within their 

constituencies, by announcing the call for application and the shortlisting 

process. She says that the College makes budgetary allocation per region, hence 

it is critical to note that the scholarship covers both tuition and examination 

registration for grades 11 and 12. The scholarship scheme also benefits Tertiary 

Programme (TP) students, and for the 2024 academic year, 17 TP students have 

received funding.

NAMCOL acknowledges its esteemed partners who endeavour to replenish 

its corporate responsibilities budget. For the 2024 academic year, the Khomas 

Regional Council supplemented the scholarship budget by sponsoring 103 

Secondary Education (SE) and 3 TP students to the tune of N$145,633.00 while 

the Social Security Commission in 2023 donated N$2,916 625.00 to the College, 

of which N$887,180.00 was for SE scholarships, and a total of 697 students has 

benefited from this gesture. The National Disability Council also donated more 

than N$90,000 for 62 SE students with disabilities for the 2024 academic year. 

NAMCOL Secondary Education Scholarships 
for the Needy and Vulnerable Student

Ms. Justina Nhoni, Senior Manager for Strategy, Research and Quality Assurance 

Scholarship is to be created 
not by compulsion, but by 

awakening a pure interest in
knowledge.

Ralph Waldo Emerson 

“

“
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Got exams to ace? 
Here are 17 top studying tips to help you through!

Indeed, studying for exams doesn’t necessarily have 
to be all gloom and doom. While it might take a certain 
level of organization and dedication, there are a few 
easy steps you can take to make the exam season more 
tolerable.

1. Find the ideal learning environment
Where you choose to study can impact your 
concentration and motivation levels. Finding the right 
location, then, is crucial, especially if you want to 
establish an effective routine during exam season.

2. Create a study plan
Before exam season begins, draw up a study schedule 
that you can stick to. Break up your syllabus into 
manageable chunks and estimate how long you should 
dedicate to each part. This will help you plan out your 
revision and ensure that you don’t leave anything 
important behind. 

3. Set daily goals
A daily set of achievable goals will keep you motivated, 
and it will help you stay on track with your study plan. 
Plus, it will give you a sense of achievement at the end of 
each day, as well as allow you to track your progress. 

4. Ask for help
When it feels like you’ve hit a dead-end with revision, 
then it might be wise to touch base with your professors 
(but preferably not the night before the exam). 
Alternatively, find a tutor who will guide you through the 
syllabus and answer any questions you might have.

5. Teach your friends
Teaching your syllabus to others is a handy memory 
technique. Indeed, by going over your exam material 
with others, you’ll be able to retain knowledge more 
effectively, recall information better and concretize what 
you’ve learned. 



6. Learn your learning style
Everyone has different ways of learning. In fact, there 
are seven distinct styles with which people usually 
process information, including aurally, verbally, visually 
and physically. So, while some learn better by writing 
things down, others can memorize things faster by 
listening to information or reading it out loud.

7. Make a study pact with friends
If you lack the motivation to study on your own, then 
why not make a study pact with your friends? For 
example, you could agree to walk to the library with 
a friend in the mornings, organize revision parties, or 
meet up for study breaks.

8. Create a distraction sheet
The purpose of the distraction sheet is simple. It’s 
meant to keep you from wasting precious revision time 
by thinking about other things. 

9. Go on a social media hiatus
Social media can be your Achilles’ heel during exam 
time. You might tell yourself you’re just going to check 
your messages, but 40 minutes later, there you are 
aimlessly scrolling through your Instagram feed when 
you should be revising.

10. Go over your notes before bed
Research shows that revising before bed helps your 
brain consolidate new information and significantly 
improves retention. So, before you hit the hay, go over 
your notes one more time and then let your brain do 
the work.

11. Take frequent breaks
You might be tempted to stay glued in your seat for 
hours on end, but taking frequent breaks is key to 
healthier and more productive study sessions. 

12. Use memory techniques
Memory techniques are crucial for revision, especially 
when you’re trying to cram in a term’s worth of 
information. There’s plenty of tried and tested methods 
you could employ. 

13. Exercise
Research has shown time and time again that physical 
activity can do wonders for cognitive function. In other 
words, exercise helps you learn better.

14. Organize your notes
If your notes are strewn all over the desk and bedroom 
floor, you won’t be able to study efficiently. To save 
time and keep stress levels to a tolerable intensity, we 
recommend devoting some time to sorting out and clearly 
labelling your exam preparation material. This applies to 
both physical and digital notes

15. Solve past exam papers
Nothing can prepare you better for an exam than a past 
exam paper. Solving past papers will enable you to 
familiarize yourself with the layout and types of questions 
you can expect to come across. Timing yourself while 
solving them can also be beneficial!

16. Spend time outdoors
During exam season, it’s easy to forget that there is
life outside your bedroom or school library. Exposure 
to sunlight can improve your mood, reduce stress, and 
help you sleep more easily at night. 

17. Reward yourself
Breaking your workload into chunks and rewarding 
yourself at the end of each one is a fool proof 
method for staying motivated. Think about what 
you crave most; is it sleep, snacks, or
 some socializing outside of your study den?

Source: https://www.careeraddict.com/ace-exams
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Exclusive Interview with Immanuel Kapiye 
Kamenye, NAMCOL’s top TVET trainee 2024

In the spotlight, Kamenye deliberates on his educational 
journey with the Namibian College of Open Learning. 
He emerged as the top performer in the Technical and 
Vocational and Education Training (TVET) trades across 
all NAMCOL centres, scoring 90% in Level 2 and 91% 
in Level 3, respectively for his final exams.

1. Tell us about yourself?

My name is Immanuel Kapiye Kamenye. I recently 
obtained a National Certificate Level 3 in Automotive 
Mechanics. I have a passion for fixing and understanding 
how vehicles work, and I am excited to bring my skills 
and dedication to this role.

2. What did you study for at NAMCOL?

At NAMCOL institution, I pursued a trade in Automotive 
Mechanics, focusing on the maintenance and repair of 
vehicles. It provided me with comprehensive training in 
diagnosing and fixing automotive issues, equipping me 
with the skills needed for this field.

3. Tell us about your study journey with NAMCOL? 

My study journey with NAMCOL was both challenging 
and rewarding. Despite facing obstacles, I remained 
dedicated to my studies and successfully completed my 
program in Automotive Mechanics. Through NAMCOL’s 
comprehensive curriculum and supportive environment, 
I developed valuable skills and knowledge that have 
prepared me for a career in automotive repair and 
maintenance.
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4. How did the study material provided for your course 
      guide you to succeed in achieving your qualification?

Certainly! The study material provided for my Automotive 
Mechanics course guided me to succeed in achieving 
my qualification by offering comprehensive study guides, 
detailed diagrams, and online resources that helped me 
understand complex engine systems, diagnose issues 
accurately, and master repair techniques. Additionally, 
practice questions and simulations allowed me to apply 
theoretical knowledge to real world scenarios, ultimately 
contributing to my success in obtaining my qualification.

5. What would you say are the challenges faced 
    during your qualification? 

Not having access to specific textbooks, I will say that 
was the most challenging thing, but that didn’t stop me 
from working on my understanding, I had to rely more on 
supplementary materials, online resources, and hands on 
experience to fill the gaps in my understanding.

6. Now that you have graduated and have your 
    qualification, what are your future plans?

Now that I have graduated and obtained my qualification, 
my future plans involve pursuing a career as an 
Automotive Engineer. I aim to apply my knowledge and 
skills in automotive mechanics to design and innovate 
new vehicles, systems, and components. I plan to seek 
opportunities in automotive companies or research 
institutions where I can contribute to advancements in 
vehicle technology, sustainability, and safety.

7. As a graduate from NAMCOL, how would you  
    motivate current NAMCOL students?

As a graduate from NAMCOL, I would motivate current 
students by sharing my own journey and highlighting 
the benefits of perseverance and dedication. I would 
emphasize the importance of setting goals, staying 
focused, and seeking support when needed. Additionally, 
I would encourage them to make the most of the 
resources available to them, including teachers, study 
materials, and extracurricular activities. I would remind 
them that success is achievable through hard work and 
resilience, and that every challenge they overcome brings 
them closer to their dreams.

8. How did your parents and family support your 
    education journey with NAMCOL?

In my education journey with NAMCOL, my parents 
and family played a crucial role in providing support 
and encouragement. They were my pillars of strength, 
offering emotional support during challenging times and 
celebrating my achievements along the way. Financially, 
they made sacrifices to ensure I had access to the 
necessary resources, including study materials and 
internet connectivity. Moreover, they actively participated 
in my education by helping me manage my time effectively, 
providing a conducive study environment at home, and 
offering guidance whenever I faced difficulties.



On April 25, 2024, The Namibian College of Open 
Learning (NAMCOL), honored and awarded 

its six top graduates who obtained an impressive 
aggregate of 75% or above in both the Technical, 
Vocational Education, and Training (TVET) and Tertiary 
Programmes, during the graduation ceremony held at 
the college’s Head Office in Windhoek,

The distinguished top graduates were: Edison 
Hamwele, who graduated with an impressive 
aggregate of 84% and earned a certificate in 
Welding & Metal Fabrication; Kapiye Immanuel, 
who achieved an outstanding aggregate of 91% and 
acquired a certificate in Automotive Mechatronics; 
Rinouzeu Jessica Kaukuetu, who graduated with 
a commendable aggregate of 76% and received a 
certificate in Community Based Work with Children 
& Youth; Tuyenikumwe Ndinelago Simon, who 
attained a notable aggregate of 78% and obtained a 
certificate in Early Childhood Development; Urihongua 
Kapuire, who achieved a remarkable aggregate of 
84% and earned a diploma in Early Childhood & Pre-
Primary Education; Wilhelmina Louw, who secured 
an aggregate of 84% and obtained a postgraduate 
diploma in Open School Operations & Management.

All the top graduates received a voucher of N$2000.00. 
Additionally, Kapiye Immanuel, recognized as the best-
performing student in TVET, was honored with a tablet 
from Cambridge University Press and a N$1000.00 
voucher from Cymot. Urihongua Kapuire, distinguished 
as the best overall performing student in the Tertiary 
Level Programmes, received a study voucher worth 
N$15,000.00 from NAMCOL for further studies at any 
institution of higher learning, along with a laptop from 
Shine Technologies.

In recounting her journey to academic success, 
Urihongua said, “I live by the motto ‘Do your best and 
leave the rest to God.’ I have taught myself to never 
leave things half done. I strive for excellence in both 
big and small things in my life, be it washing a pot or 
achieving great results academically.”

She continued, reflecting on her motivations, “my mom 
paid my school out of her pocket and I didn’t want to 
disappoint her at all”
Kapuire also expressed gratitude towards Dr. Tadeus 
Shikukumwa, stating, “Dr. Shikukumwa was my biggest 
source of support at NAMCOL. He was always kind, 
accommodating, and helpful.”

Offering advice to her fellow students, she emphasized 
the importance of thorough preparation, saying, “My 
advice to other students is to read, read, and read. 
Read your modules from cover to cover and read to 
understand. Begin reading at least two weeks before 
exams so that you have enough time to go through all 
your modules. Even if you don’t know a specific answer 
in your exam question paper or assignment, answer it 
to the best of your understanding and don’t leave it 
unanswered.”

Immanuel spoke about the driving forces behind his 
diligent efforts and his strong work ethic.
He explained that his inspiration stemmed from diverse 
sources, notably his family members who instilled 
in him the importance of education. He particularly 
highlighted the influence of his biological mother, who, 
despite being wheelchair-bound, emerged as the top 
achiever in 2019, showcasing immense resilience and 
dedication to academic excellence.

NAMCOL Top Graduates Recount Their Odyssey To 
Academic Success
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                                                        Immanuel added that 
                          his biggest support at NAMCOL were the   
               dedicated instructors and mentors, such as 
Mr. Jafeth Shiimi and Mr. Benhiriua Mbingeneeko, who 
provided guidance and encouragement throughout his 
academic journey. 

“Additionally, the supportive environment created 
by fellow students and the resources available at the 
institution greatly contributed to my success,” Immanuel 
said.

“My work ethic is characterized by diligence and 
perseverance. Throughout my academic journey, 
I maintained a demanding study schedule and 
consistently met deadlines. I was fully committed to my 
studies, which sometimes required sacrifices such as 
limiting social activities or leisure pursuits,” he said.

He said, “I would like to emphasize the pivotal role 
NAMCOL played in my journey to academic success. 
The institution provided me with a supportive learning 
environment, dedicated mentors, and invaluable 
resources that empowered me to excel academically. 
Through perseverance, determination, and the guidance 
of NAMCOL, I was able to overcome challenges and 
achieve my goals. My experience at NAMCOL has not 
only shaped my academic journey, but also instilled in 
me the importance of hard work, resilience, and lifelong 
learning. I am grateful for the opportunities NAMCOL 
has afforded me and excited to continue my academic 
and professional endeavors with the knowledge and 
skills gained from my time there.”

Immanuel offered a word of advice to those 
considering enrolling at NAMCOL: “I would advise 
other students considering enrolling at NAMCOL to 
recognize the institution as a valuable opportunity for 
academic advancement, regardless of initial academic 
performance. NAMCOL offers quality education and 
diverse career pathways, including opportunities in 
fields like engineering, education, and many more. It’s 
essential to approach NAMCOL with an open mind and a 
determination to succeed, as it can serve as a stepping-
stone to achieving your educational and career goals.”

Edison Hamwele shared insights into his academic 
journey, acknowledging the hurdles he faced and how 
he overcame them. He said that from the outset of 
his educational pursuit at NAMCOL, he embraced the 
opportunity to study. He further explained that despite 
encountering difficulties in comprehending the modules, 
he remained resolute in his determination, driven by the 
belief that “those who desire victory must be ready for 
war.”

“I am a person who likes to do my best, no matter how 
small the task is that is given to me in class,” Hamwele 
said.

Ndinelago Tuyenikumwe Simon shared her journey of 
adversity after high school before enrolling at NAMCOL. 
She recounted being out of school for three years due 
to financial constraints. In 2021, she secured a job as 
a nanny, earning less than N$1000.00. Determined to 
pursue her education, she diligently saved money. By 
2022, she had saved up enough funds to enroll in a 
certificate programme in Early Childhood Development 
at the college, on distance mode, while still working as 
a nanny.

She said she would study and do her schoolwork late in 
the night when she was not at her nanny job. 

In speaking about her experience at the college Simon 
said, “my experiences at this amazing institution was so 
awesome because it is a student-friendly environment.

I am really captured in an academic cloud in which I 
learned from friends. One of the good things with 
NAMCOL, especially the tertiary programmes is that 
they established exam workshops and give out old 
question papers for students to experience or learn how 
questions come in exams. I really loved it, and I really 
enjoyed every bit of my time at our beloved NAMCOL, 
and I wish to continue enjoying it, since I am still doing 
my Bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood and Junior 
Primary Education at NAMCOL.”

“I am advising student to consider enrolling at NAMCOL 
because it is an institution that believes in delivering 
perfect results and you will surely achieve what you 
wished for,” Tuyenikumwe says.
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY: 
A NEW COURSE AT NAMCOL
NAMCOL has, once again, expanded and enriched its academic offerings by 
launching a new course in: Occupational Health & Safety, at the onset of the 
2024 academic year.

Mr. Junion Nelumbu, Head of NAMCOL’s Technical, Vocational Education, and 
Training (TVET) programmes, stated that Occupational Health & Safety is one of 
the courses deemed a top priority by the Namibia Training Authority (NTA).

Mr. Nelumbu added that individuals with qualifications in Occupational Health 
& Safety are a necessity across all industries, particularly in the emerging green 
hydrogen sector.

He also mentioned that the course has garnered approximately 3700 applicants 
due to its high demand in the industry, affordability, and flexible delivery 
modes, which comprise a blend of minimum face-to-face contact and 
more online classes.

“Students received the course well; at the orientation they all 
turned up in their numbers,” he remarked.

The course is available in two qualifications: a one-year Level 4 
certificate and a one-year Level 5 diploma, says Mr. Nelumbu.

He further indicated that for the certificate qualification, 
students undergo six months of classroom learning, 
followed by a six-month placement in various workplaces 
organized by the College to gain industry experience.

He added that currently NAMCOL only offers the course 
at Jetu Jama Centre, but eventually it will be extended to 
other centres of the College.

The entry requirements are as follows:
• Grade 10 with 22 points and an E in English.
• Grade 12 (old curriculum) with 18 points and an F in 

English.
• Grade 11 (new curriculum) with 20 points and an F in 

English.

The fees are as follows:
• Registration fee: N$ 1 550.00.
• Tuition Fee: N$ 16 510.00.

Mr Junion Nelumbu
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ADVERTISE HERE

In the Jetu Jama Complex, NAMCOL Head Office, in close proximity to:
• Black Chain Mall in the heart of Katutura
• KFC Soweto
• UN Sports ground and Community Plaza
• Soweto Market on Independence Avenue

Our Billboard is the first double-sided Light Emitting Diode (LED) Digital Billboard in 
Namibia. Advertising on the NAMCOL Billboard will ensure double views by road users 
and pedestrians passing the Billboard daily. We can assure you that your message will 
not go unseen!

Mr Phillip Kambonde
Tel: 061 320 5218 
Email: f.kambonde@namcol.edu.na

NAMCOL
LED Digital Double sided Billboard

For further 
information, 
please contact:

TAKING EDUCATION TO THE PEOPLE

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT OUR WEBSITE 
www.namcol.edu.na

Get your message 
across instantly. 
Catch your 
audience!

 

BU
NOTICE
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UNIVERSITY 
GUIDE

NAMCOL
T: +264 61-320 5201
E: nitschke@namcol.edu.na
Website: www.namcol.edu.na

University of Namibia
T: +264 61 2063111
E: info@unam.na
Website: www.unam.edu.na

Namibia University of 
Science and Technology 
T: +264 61 2079111
E: admissions@nust.na 
Website: www.nust.na

International University of 
Management
T: +264 61 4336000
E: ium@edu.na
Website: www.ium.edu.na

Traumphant College 
Main Campus:
T: +264 61234903
E: traumph1@iway.na
Website: www.traumphant.edu.na

Windhoek Vocational Training
Centre
T: +264 61 211742
Website: www.wvtc.edu.na

International Training College 
Lingua 
T: +264 61 301032
E: info@collegelingua.com
Website: www.collegelingua.com

Monitronic Success College 
T: +264 61 232652
E: info@monitroniccollege.com
Website: www.monitroniccollege.
com

IOB Namibia 
T: +264 61 255632
E: info@iobnam.com
Website: www.iobnam.com

Institute of Information 
Technology 
T: +263 61 253141
E: info@iit.com.na
Website: www.iit.com.na

Southern Business School
T: +264 61 308781
E: naminfo@sbs.ac.za
Website: www.sbs.ac.za

Silverspoon Academy 
T: +264 61 240994
E: info@silverspoon.com.na
Website: www.silverspoon.com.na

IOL
T: +264 61 2709100
E: IOL@TGH.NA
Website: www.iol.na

Welwitschia University 
T: +264 61 247238
E: info@welwitschiauniversity.com
Website: www.wu.edu.na

Business School of Excellence 
T: +264 61 247879
E: Helga.Volschenk@bse.com.na
Website: www.bse.com.na

Institute of Chartered 
Accountants  of Namibia
T: +264 61 220218
E: secretariat@icanpaab.com
Website: www.icancpd.net

Mancosa Namibia 
T: +264 61 301354
E: namibia@staff.mancosa.co.za
Website: www.mancosa.co.za

Institute of Quantity Surveyors 
T: +264 61 228970
E: undergrad@mancosa.co.za
Website: www.inqs.org.na

COSDEF
T: +264 64 400358
E: ncsdf@mweb.com.na
Website: www.cosdef.org.na

Goethe Institute Namibia
T: +264 61 225700
E: www.goethe.de

Regent Business School
T: +264 61 221480
E: windhoek@regent.ac.za
Website: www.regent.ac.za

Botho Higher Education 
T: +264 61 254453
E: admissions.bhei@bothouni.com
Website: www.bothouniversity.com

Gaborone University of Law 
T: 00 267 318 5596
E: enquiry@guc.co.bw
Website: www.guc.ac.bw

Damelin 
T: +264 61 308834
E: customercare@damelin.co.za
Website: www.damelin.co.za

Potchefstroom Academy
T: (018) 294 9037/ (018) 294 5581
E: info@potchacademy.co.za
Website: www.potchacademy.co.za

Prestige Academy 
T: 021995036
E: info@prestigeacademy.co.za
Website: www.prestigeacademy.co.za

University of Pretoria 
T: +27 (0) 12 420 3111
E: ssc@up.ac.za

University of the Free State
T: +27 (0) 51 401 2000/
 +27 51 401 9111
E: info@ufs.ac.za
Website: www.ufs.ac.za

University of Johannesburg 
T: +27 (0) 11 559 2911
E: mylife@uj.ac.za
Website: www.uj.ac.za

North-West University 
Mafikeng Campus:
T: +27 (18) 389 2111
E: sam.motabogi@nwu.ac.za

Stellenbosch University 
T: +27 21 808 9111
E: info@sun.ac.za
Website: www.sun.ac.za

University of Cape Town 
T: +27 21 6502128
E: admissions@uct.ac.za
Website: www.uct.ac.za

Choosing the right course and the right institution for you may be 
one of the most important decisions of your life. Not only can it affect 
which career options are open to you after graduation, but you’ll have 
to spend at least three years at this institution, so it’s important to find 
one that you’ll be happy at.

Below are some sugestions of the Institutions you can apply to.
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